THE LINK BETWEEN MIGRATION AND CRISIS IN THE RABAT PROCESS SO FAR

PHASES


ISSUE OF CONCERN DISCUSSED AT THEMATIC MEETINGS

2010  
Meeting on Vulnerable Groups, Rabat, 2010

2014  
Meeting on Migration in a Crisis Context, Paris, 2014

2015  
Operational activities to come


CONCRETE PRIORITY UNDER THE MIGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT PILLAR OF THE ROME PROGRAMME

THE DISPLACEMENT CONTINGENCY PLANNING CIRCLE

1 PREVENTION & PLANNING

DISASTER RISK REDUCTION
Managing causal factors, early warnings, lessening vulnerability and boosting climate change adaptation incl. planning migration as adaptation

2 CONTINGENCY

PREPAREDNESS
Definition of scenarios, indicators, roles, contexual emergency plans and time of action incl. evacuation procedures; Building capacities incl. at local level; Generation of supplies

CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES
Coordination intern/inter-agency/international; Mobilisation of communities, civil society & private sector; Monitoring & Evaluation Data collection; Regular review and adaptation of contingency planning; assessment of vulnerabilities & flows; evaluation of coordination mechanisms

MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN DISPLACEMENT
Humanitarian border management; Profiling; registration; documentation; Protection and assistance; Family notification; Consular assistance; Support to host communities; Evacuation incl. safe and adequate transportation; Reduction of the ecological footprint of the displaced

PROVISION OF LIFE-SAVING GOODS, FACILITIES AND SERVICES
Shelters incl. monitoring places; identify shelter facilities and vulnerability criteria; Warehouse incl. stock & market monitoring; Water, sanitation & hygiene incl. sanitary facilities, monitoring of water quality & resources; Health care incl. access to health supplies; mapping of capacities and needs & adapt stock; Monitoring of diseases

Vulnerable Groups Children, women, the elderly, sick persons, migrants & trapped population

LESSONS LEARNED

QUICK RESPONSE

1 The crises mentioned on the map are merely examples. Epidemics and slow onset events as well as economic and social crises are excluded from the scope of this infographic as they require specific responses. Sources of the figures: IDMC, Global Estimates 2013 and 2014: People Displaced by Disasters; The Global Overview 2011, 2012, 2014: People Internally Displaced by Conflict and Violence. IDPs: Internally Displaced Persons